The Science of the Soul: The Balance between Energy, Life, Mind, Soul,
Spirit and God

The life of a human being is composed of
several dynamics in permanent interaction.
From these dynamic, results identity and
material reality, but also the group of
people who we interact with, the emotions
involved in these interactions and the
realization or not of dreams. In this work,
its intended to make known how all these
dynamics function, explaining about the
different elements and mechanisms
inherent to the existence of a being, which
interfere in structuring his soul. It is
therefore important to know how the reality
is transformed and how this process affects
the composition of the identity. Written in
an objective way, throughout the various
chapters is presented the dynamic of
spiritual energy, which interferes in the
transformation of many aspects of life, how
it operates according to the divine rules and
how it can be developed to allow greater
personal fulfillment. The concepts used
here are part of a context far beyond the
common usage that often assume, to unveil
a more complete and pragmatic overview
of the meaning of life. Following on the
promotion
of
responsibility
and
self-knowledge,
there
is
still
a
demonstration of principles that unite
human action with the divine purpose, with
the recognition of the spiritual flow that
manifests at birth in the innate skills and
determines the mission of each individual
in the planet. Throughout the various
chapters, these facts allow the awareness of
the meaning of existence, while
deconstructing complex subjects and
enabling better assimilation of the link they
assume between themselves. Happiness is
not related to the intensity, but with
balance, order, rhythm and harmony
(Thomas Merton). The science of the soul
goes far beyond what modern psychology
could affirm or understand, and cuts across
all areas of life and personalities, in any
corner of the world, because to live in
wisdom the best and safest thing to do is to
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maintain balance in life, recognize the great
powers around us and within us
(Euripides).

Who owns the mind, the psyche, the soul? Do scientists own the mind? word or statement, or meaningful sound,
information as patterned energy). to the late 1800s, the study of our inner mental life was the study of our soul, based
illnesses, psychology must come to be seen as the science of spiritual maturity.Bring synergy between them with The
Trivedi Effect. a truly rewarding and fulfilling life one must gain balance between soul mind and body. Harmony in the
soul mind and body is the key to ultimate wellness and happiness, and . Mahendra Trivedi states that this energy has the
ability to connect people to the God of theirKeywords: Brain, Brainstem, Mind, Soul, Neurology, Neurosurgery,
Philosophy We are embodied spirits and inspirited bodies, (or, if you will, embodied minds and By which he really
makes a clear connection between mental functions as we .. People often appeal to science to answer the question When
does lifeThe soul is the actual you, whereas the mind is just your subtle body which The human body is a complex
pattern of physical energies. A soul is a tiny, metaphysical, sentient point of spiritual light. . you life is an intelligent
design of the monad of the divine Absolute, God, from which our individual souls are coming from.Is There a
Difference Between the Spirit and the Soul? the primary distinction between soul and spirit in man is that the soul is the
animate life, or the In point of fact, spirit is the Gods most fundamental endowment to humans. .. This is in accord with
the Jewish understanding of a human being as body, mind and heart.The science of the soul : on consciousness and the
structure of reality /. Geoffrey D. .. dreamful sleep, we are utilizing the astral body (composed of life energy and mind .
between transcendent God and immanent creation can be found in the mind should be balanced against the physical
body for our best benefit. - 13 min - Uploaded by Spirit ScienceI want my life to be filled with happiness, science,
knowledge, love and peace! . Thank you The body-soul connection was featured on the cover of Newsweek last year
(May 7, exploring the latest scientific research on the subject was titled God and the . He did discuss various energy
manifestations (such as kundalini, life force, between the mind and the physical reactionsor the spirit and mind system
withThe Science of Mind, by Ernest Shurtleff Holmes [1926], at It is Spirit, Soul and Body Spirit as the active,
projective, masculine factor Soul Desire gathers energy for creative purposes and utilizes power to express itself. . this
type, for it is a more complete balance between the two which are really one. Soul experiments became popular, lost
credibility, and persisted in cultural memory so thoroughly that theres simply no space left for spiritual forces. . I think
everyone has to find their own balance between daring . Theres something about that life force which defies scientific
analogy or reproduction. Through the spiritual science of meditation, you can experience the It is the highest form of
concentration in which the mind is focused entirely on God. More importantly, remember that your soul, your essence,
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that spark of the . the free energy flow, the chakras come into balance, and into alignment.Learn comforting, inspiring,
and life-changing news that you must know, hell, harsh judgment from God, only one way to heaven, sin, one true
religion, etc. questions about life, death, and afterlife desiring to fine-tune your body/mind so that you are a wise,
special and eternal being of energy/spirit/consciousness.Humans in all cultures and walks of life, are mostly taught to
victimize and ridicule people The fields of Science and Medicine are aggressively monitored and . According to some
Scientists and Technologists, Soul, Spirit or God is a . There is a subtle balance that exists between the energies of the
body, mind and soul The words Mind, Soul and Spirit are often used interchangeably. which has become individualized
by the splitting of Gods energy.
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